MEET YOUR LIBRARIAN

Natasha Arguello
natasha.arguello@utsa.edu 458-7444
Economics, Management, Management Science and Statistics, Marketing, Entrepreneurship

Roberta Astroff
roberta.astroff@utsa.edu 458-2943
Downtown Campus
Counseling, Demography, Downtown Collection, Social Work

Rachel Cannady
rachel.cannady@utsa.edu 458-8612
Education, Educational Psychology, Bicultural-Bilingual Studies, Curriculum, Health & Kinesiology

Emily Cox
emily.cox@utsa.edu 458-7507
Classics, Film Studies, Humanities, Music, Philosophy, Religious Studies

DeeAnn Ivie
deann.ivie@utsa.edu 458-6666
Psychology, Communication, Sociology, Political Science

Amy Rushing
specialcollections@utsa.edu 458-5984
Special Collections
Distinctive research materials documenting the diverse histories and development of San Antonio and South Texas
Shari Salisbury
shari.salisbury@utsa.edu  458-4763
Art & Art History, History, French, German, General Modern Language

Tara Schmidt
tara.schmidt@utsa.edu  458-4894
English, Linguistics, Popular Reading Collection, Writing Program, Academic Inquiry and Scholarship

Rita Wilson
rita.wilson@utsa.edu  458-7572
Government Documents, Anthropology, Spanish, Mexican American Studies, Ethnic Studies, Geography

Gary Woods
gary.woods@utsa.edu  458-2439
Downtown Campus
Architecture, Criminal Justice, Construction Science and Management, Historic Preservation, Interior Design, Nonprofit Management, Public Administration, Urban and Regional Planning

Charles Wu
charles.wu@utsa.edu  458-4895
Computer Science, Accounting, Information Systems and Cyber Security, Finance, Global Studies, Engineering

Position Currently Vacant
Biology, Chemistry, Earth & Environmental Science, Geological Science, Mathematics, Physics & Astronomy